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CREAM FOUNDATION
From a sheer natural look to a fl awless full-coverage fi nish, these 
versatile Cream Foundations are easy to apply and hold up 
beautifully under the most extreme conditions. Formulated for ultra-
smooth blending and application. Find your perfect match and use it 
alone, or blend colors like the pros to achieve a specifi c skin tone. 

DUAL FINISH PRESSED 
MINERAL POWDER
A lightweight pressed powder that creates a silky smooth fi nish. Use 
with a brush to set foundation or with a sponge for more coverage. 
Ideal for touching up make-up throughout the day. 

LOOSE POWDER
A fi nely-milled Loose Powder that creates a beautifully soft, smooth 
fi nish. So ultra-light, it stays on the skin’s surface without settling into 
fi ne lines. The silky-smooth formula applies evenly and comes in a 
spectrum of delicate tones from no color at all to a deep, rich brown. 
Perfect for setting foundation. A must-have to conquer shine.

CORRECTOR
Creamy, pigment rich Correctors designed to conceal and 
camoufl age skin imperfections. The ultimate coverup for scars, 
blemishes, birthmarks or dark under-eye circles. Blend with MUD's 
Cream Foundations for a fl awless, full coverage make-up.

WB 2 WB 3 WB 4 WB 5

CB 2 CB 3 CB 4 CB 5 DW 5DC 5

GY 3GY 2GY 1YG 3YG 2YG 1
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LIQUID FOUNDATION
MUD’s rich and creamy Liquid Foundation contains high quality 
silicone-based compounds and is designed to stay on the surface 
of the skin, giving it a smooth fl awless fi nish. Hydrating with natural 
aloe vera and shea butter, this lightweight formula evens out the skin 
while allowing it to breathe. Buildable and easy to blend with a brush 
or sponge, this exquisite foundation is available in 10 shades. Its 
sleek airless pump allows for every last drop to be used.

Refi ll for Refi ll for 
palette and palette and 
1.5" compact 1.5" compact 

Refi ll for Refi ll for 
palette and palette and 
1.5" compact 1.5" compact 

Refi lls available in all shades. 
Compacts available in CB 2-4, 
GY 1-3, WB 2-4, YG 1-3

Compact Compact 
with with sponge
includedincluded

Compact Compact 
with with brush
includedincluded

Zero
(Colorless)

Shell Buttercream Desert Suede
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BRONZER
Sheer pressed powder Bronzers add a warm glow to any skin tone. 
Dust lightly over the entire face for just a hint of color or intensify 
application to create more dramatic effects. The perfect fi nishing 
touch for any look.

Sunshine
(shimmer)

Endless SummerEndless Summer
(matte)

CONTOUR & HIGHLIGHT 
POWDER
Pigment-rich pressed powders create natural contours and 
highlights for shape and defi nition throughout the face. Available in 
a variety of shades to match all skin tones. Chisel Shape

Warmth Sand

Burnish Defi ne

Luster Lemon Cream

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1.5" compact 

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1.5" compact 

CHEEK COLOR
Versatile powder Cheek Colors formulated with pigment-rich 
ingredients for a smooth, even fi nish. Available in a spectrum of 
beautiful colors – from soft and natural to bright and bold – that 
will add warmth and intensity to all skin tones.

Tulip Sweet Cheeks Sun Rose

Warm Bisque Rose PetalBubblegum

Cool Mauve BerryPoppy

Spark 
(Illuminator)

Garnet

Glow

Soft Peach

Pumpkin Rose BeigeRusset Brick

Gingerbread

COLOR CREME
Sheer, non-greasy cheek and lip colors that add a fresh glow to 
the skin. Use alone to create natural warmth or over foundation 
for a colorful fi nish. Creates glowing color that appears to radiate 
naturally through the skin.

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1.5" compact 

Compact Compact 
with with brush
includedincluded
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Shine
(Clear)

Bare Magnolia Cantaloupe Cupid SpicyJava

SHEER LIPSTICK
Luscious Sheer Lipsticks in an array of translucent colors to 
complement any skin tone, from extra-light to rich and dark. Ultra-
emollient formula leaves lips feeling soft and supple.

SATIN LIPSTICK
Luxurious Satin Lipsticks with emollient-rich, non-drying formula that 
leaves lips feeling soft, smooth and supple. Provides long-lasting color 
with a smooth, opaque matte fi nish. Available in an elegant selection of 
lush, deep colors. 

LIP PENCIL
Pigment-rich Lip Pencils soft enough to shade the entire lip, yet fi rm 
enough to line and defi ne with precision. The long-lasting color glides on 
easily to complement MUD's luscious Lipsticks and Glosses. Creamy 
enough to mix colors and create your own shade.

LIP GLOSS
Rich, luminous Lip Glosses that leave lips feeling smooth and hydrated 
with radiant shine. They glide on easily, never leaving lips feeling sticky 
or heavy. Use these slick glosses alone for a sheer wash of color or 
layer over lipstick to enhance the shade. 

LIP GLAZE
Light, emollient Lip Glazes deliver a burst of sheer, glossy color that’s 
smooth and never sticky. Stash the squeezable tube in a handbag 
for a quick sweep of color on the go, or use a brush for more precise 
application.

Eggplant
(Extra Sheer)

Eggplant
(Extra Sheer)

EggplantJust Peachy

Mai TaiMudslidePink Twinkle

Rose Clay Sandy Beach

Stargazer

Blackberry Lady BugRustic

BurlesqueCharm Idol

Havana

Lucky

Soleil

Flirt

NaturalNatural

MauveMauveBrickBrick

MahoganyMahogany RedRed

MapleMaple
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Taupe Auburn Rich 
Brown

Black Black 
Forest

Vintage

EYE PENCIL
Versatile Eye Pencils soft enough to line the eyes, yet fi rm enough to 
defi ne brows. Color glides on effortlessly, whether lining eyes precisely 
or shaping and fi lling in brows. Available in natural, pigment-rich colors 
to complement every skin tone.

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1" compact Brown Black

CAKE EYELINER
A long-lasting, water-activated liner known for its precision and 
versatility. The make-up experts’ choice that’s perfect for everyday use. 
Create subtle or dramatic looks effortlessly with this professional-quality 
eyeliner. Go from a super fi ne line for everyday wear to a thicker line for 
more intensity. 

Clear BlackBlack

BROW FIX
Keep brows groomed and gorgeous with Brow 
Fix. This non-fl aking gel formula sweeps on with 
a brush applicator for maximum precision and 
convenience. Squeezable tube is ideal for use 
in a professional make-up kit, or to create sleek 
brows on the go.

VOLUMIZING MASCARA
Award-winning Volumizing Mascara, rich in pigment for 
even coverage and lush with fi bers to maximize and 
lengthen for super-volumizing results. Brush applicator 
allows ultra-smooth application and control for individual 
users, whether creating a subtle daytime look or glamorous 
evening eyes. Squeezable tube is ideal for 
professionals and everyday use.

WATER-RESISTANT 
MASCARA
Lengthening, pigment rich Water-Resistant 
Mascara offers an all day, smudge free wear. 
Removes easily with any cleanser or make-up 
remover. Squeezable tube is ideal for 
professionals and everyday use.

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1" compact 

EYEBROW CREAM
Pigment-rich Eyebrow Creams glide on smoothly to create fi ne hair 
strokes. These blendable, smudge-proof creams are available in four 
versatile shades. The unique formula fi ts into MUD’s refi llable 1" eye 
compact, Universal Palette, or any MUD palette that contains a well for 
eye products. Pair with #220 Brush for precise fi ne lines. Ash Cinnamon BarkStraw

Vibrant and silky Eye Colors, lushly rich with pigments for long-lasting color. The unique velvet consistency allows these versatile shadows to 
glide on smoothly and evenly – wet or dry. Go wet for more intense, long-lasting color or to use as eyeliner.
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EYE COLOR

IceIce HoneysuckleHoneysuckle Dulce de LecheDulce de Leche

DaisyDaisy

SunsetSunset

Sunfl owerSunfl ower

FirebrickFirebrick Cajun SpiceCajun Spice

BronzedBronzed Spanish GoldSpanish Gold

GalaxyGalaxy BrownstoneBrownstone

Opal SkyOpal Sky

Sugared VioletSugared VioletVoodooVoodooMidnightMidnightTinselTinselGraphiteGraphite

CashmereCashmere PixiePixie Pink GrapefruitPink Grapefruit

PomegranatePomegranate Pink IllusionPink Illusion VineyardVineyard

ShamrockPacifi c Tea Tree Moss

BoneBone ApricotApricot WheatWheat

ChamoisChamois

TaupeTaupe

CanyonCanyon

EspressoEspresso SiennaSienna
(Demi-Matte)

PyramidPyramid OrchidOrchidConcordConcord BerrywoodBerrywood

Flight Smoked Sapphire

PavementPavement

CanvasCanvas

SemisweetSemisweet

OnyxOnyx

SedonaSedona

Deco

StatueStatue

VelvetineVelvetine

Refi ll for 
palette and 
1" compact 
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Yellow Light LightOrange Light

Shading 1 Shading 2 Shading 3 Shading 4

Shading 5

WB 2 WB 3 WB 4 WB 5

CB 2 CB 3 CB 4 CB 5

DW 5DC 5GY 3GY 2

GY 1YG 3YG 2YG 1

HIGHLIGHT/SHADOW 
PALETTE
Creamy Highlights & Shadows are perfect for 
contouring cheekbones or sculpting dimension into 
the face. Slim the face, minimize strong features 
and highlight unwanted shadows with these 
versatile shades.

FOUNDATION 
PALETTE #1
From a sheer, light tint to a fl awless full-coverage 
fi nish, MUD's series of cool-to-warm, light-
to-medium shades of Cream Foundations are 
versatile and easy to apply. Formulated for 
ultra-smooth blending and application, coverage 
holds up beautifully under the most extreme 
conditions.

FOUNDATION 
PALETTE #2
From a sheer, light tint to a fl awless full-coverage 
fi nish, MUD's series of yellow-green, light-to-
dark shades of Cream Foundations are versatile 
and easy to apply. Formulated for ultrasmooth 
blending and application, coverage holds up 
beautifully under the most extreme conditions. 

CORRECTOR 
PALETTE
Creamy, pigment-rich Correctors designed to 
conceal and camoufl age skin imperfections. 
The ultimate coverup for scars, blemishes, 
birthmarks or dark under-eye circles. 
Use alone or blend with MUD's Cream 
Foundations for a fl awless, full-coverage 
make-up.

Blue Corrector #2 

Deep Brown 
Corrector

Blue Corrector #1 Blue Corrector #3 Blue Corrector #4 

Red Corrector #1 Red Corrector #2 Red Corrector #3 

Pro
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HD AIR LIQUID MAKE-UP
Buildable, lightweight silicone-based HD Air is ideal for use with 
an airbrush, sponge or a traditional make-up brush. The formula is 
suitable for all skin types and blends seamlessly with all of MUD's 
cream products. Available in 22 shades and developed to match a 
variety of MUD's Cream Foundations, Color Cremes, Cheek Colors, 
Highlights, Shadows and CFX colors. 

HD AIR PRO SET
The HD Air System includes a Dual Action Airbrush, Air Compressor, 
Airbrush Cleaning Station, Cleaning Brush Kit, Cleaning Fluid, and all 
22 HD Air shades. Kits are available with or without the compressor.

Black 

Blue 

Fresh BruiseMaroon 

Mustard Olive Green Red 

White 

WB 2 WB 3

CB 3CB 2

YG 1 YG 3

LightShading 4

Blue 

Mustard Olive Green 

Red 

WB 4

CB 4 CB 5

GY 3GY 2

DW 5

TulipSweet Cheeks

Black White 

CHARACTER/FX WHEELS
CFX Wheels are designed for creating a variety of injuries including 
cuts and bruises with a formula designed to hold up under today’s 
extreme production environments. These innovative color wheels will 
help you achieve a wide range of unique character looks.

CFX WHEEL #1 

Black, White, Olive Green 
and Red. This combination of 
colors can be used for cuts, 
burns and aged injuries such 
as bruising.

CFX WHEEL #2 

Fresh Bruise, 
Mustard, Blue and 
Maroon. Perfect for 
making fresh bruises 
and injuries.

CFX WHEEL #1 CFX WHEEL #2

2

1



Fine, tapered point is ideal for creating extremely 
thin lines when using cream or cake products

EYES

Tapered point allows for a precise, even 
application 

EYES

Fine, sharp angle is perfect for creating precise, 
even lines

BROWS   
EYES

Sharp angled bristles create precise, natural 
looking hair strokes. Groom eyebrows with 
spoolie.  

BROWS   

Small oval shape works great for Eye Color detail
FACE   
EYES

Flexible oval shape allows for easy color 
application

FACE
EYES

Soft, full oval shape is ideal for blending Eye Color
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

EYES

Wide, tapered bristles allow for quick and even 
coverage
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

FACE
EYES

Firm oval shape helps to blend and apply Eye 
Color with control 

EYES

Soft domed bristles blend and buff out eye colors 
and correctors

FACE   
EYES

Long textured bristles blend and soften eye colors 
in the crease of the eye EYES

Short dense bristles taper to a soft point for 
smudging or blending eye colors or pencils EYES

Soft curved bristles blend eye colors and 
correctors with ease

FACE   
EYES

Long, tapered bristles are porous yet soft to the 
touch and are ideal for blending Eye Colors
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

EYES

#900 round liner

#100 round liner

#210 angle liner

#220 dual-ended 
eyebrow brush

#300 shadow blender

#320 oval shadow

#330
* 

shadow fl uff

#340
* * large oval

#350 shadow blender

#600 blender/buffer

#610 blender

#625 precision blender

#630 shadow fl uff

#800
* 

crease

Our New Synthetic Brushes are made from a proprietary blend of superior quality fi bers. They are 100% vegan and 

have an ultra-soft feel. These brushes inspired us to move forward with replacing our entire line of natural hair brushes. 

Look for these exciting changes throughout the year!Brushes



MAKE-UP REMOVER 
TOWELETTES 
(40 towelettes) 

These refreshing towelettes leave skin feeling clean while removing 
all traces of make-up. No water necessary. Convenient resealable 
packet keeps towelettes moist and ready for use. Perfect for life 
on the go. 

FACE PRIMER
Lightweight, creamy gel Face Primer works beautifully with cream 
or liquid foundations to create a fl awless, long-lasting fi nish. Apply 
directly to the skin prior to foundation using a sponge or fi ngertips 
to create an extra smooth surface or mix into foundation for a 
creamier consistency. 

FACIAL CLEANSER 
& MAKE-UP REMOVER
MUD's Facial Cleanser & Make-up Remover is designed to 
dissolve the daily build-up of dirt and make-up. The unique 
formula is made from a blend of natural oils and Omega Plus for 
maximum antioxidant protection, thus making it an ideal daily 
cleanser. Skin will be left feeling clean and hydrated, with no oily 
residue.

Dense, soft, short bristles are ideal for creating a 
smoky eye
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

EYES

Small, fan-shaped bristles allow for coverage from 
the inner corner to the outer edge of the eye

EYES

Fine angle is ideal for applying cream products to 
hard-to-reach areas

BROWS   
EYES

Tapered bristles are ideal for creating a precise lip 
line 

LIPS

Straight, narrow edge is ideal for under the lash 
line, for maximum coverage
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

FACE

Straight, tight edge helps to create and blend lines 
with precision 
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

 EYES   
FACE

Soft fan-shaped bristles are ideal for removing 
powder from under the eyes and other hard-to-
reach areas
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair early 2019

FACE

Dense bristles are soft to the touch and angled for 
precise, controlled contouring

FACE

Dense, dome-shaped bristles are soft to the touch 
and ideal for gently gliding color onto the skin

FACE

Ultra-soft bristles remove and deposit powder 
products with ease
* Synthetic bristles will replace natural hair late 2018

FACE

Squared, fl exible bristles are versatile and easy to 
manipulate to achieve a variety of character looks

CHARACTER
EYES

Tapered bristles are ideal for applying cream 
products to hard-to-reach areas or for creating a 
precise lip line

LIPS
FACE

Ultra-fi ne bristles blend cream products smoothly 
and evenly around the face

FACE

Ultra-soft and densely packed dome shaped 
bristles blend and buff out cream, powder or liquid 
foundation effortlessly and fl awlessly

FACE

Ultra-soft tapered bristles are ideal for powdering 
under the eyes, contouring around the face and all 
around shaping

FACE

#810
* smudger

#500 mini fan mascara

#920 angle liner

#310 lip

#400
* 

narrow fl at

#410 wide fl at

#510 duster

#700 cheek contour

#710 powder/blush

#720 powder

#930 concealer

#940 foundation

#910 stipple

#615 buffer

#620 shaping

* 

* 

* 

Face



Empty 
palettes

12-HOLE EYE COLOR 
PALETTE
MUD’s empty 12-Hole Palette is slim and 
professional. This palette holds up to twelve MUD 
Eye Color or Cake Eyeliner refi lls.

10-HOLE PALETTE
MUD’s empty 10-Hole Palette is slim and 
professional. This palette holds up to ten MUD 
Cheek Color, Contour or Highlight Powder refi lls.

8-HOLE EYE/CHEEK 
COLOR PALETTE
MUD’s empty 8-Hole Palette allows the user to 
combine six MUD Eye Color or Cake Eyeliner 
refi lls and two MUD Cheek Color, Contour or 
Highlight Powder refi lls. This versatile palette is 
great for traveling or on-set use.

4-HOLE EYE COLOR 
PALETTE
This empty palette holds up to four MUD Eye 
Color or Cake Eyeliner refi lls. This 4-Hole Palette 
is perfect for traveling or carrying in a make-up 
bag for touch-ups.

UNIVERSAL PALETTE
Empty palette with a free-form magnetic open 
base that holds a variety of combinations of refi lls. 
Perfect for professional or everyday use. Ideal for 
traveling. Holds a combination of thirteen MUD 
Eye Color and Cake Eyeliner refi lls or up to six 
MUD Cheek Color, Contour or Highlight Powder 
refi lls. Refi llable & eco-conscious.

1" REFILLABLE 
COMPACT
Sleek, uniquely-shaped refi llable compact 
replaces the traditional individual unit compact. 
Fits a single MUD Eye Color, Cake Eyeliner or 
Eyebrow Cream Refi ll.

1.5" REFILLABLE 
COMPACT
Sleek, uniquely-shaped refi llable compact 
replaces the traditional individual unit compact. 
Fits a single MUD Cheek Color, Contour or 
Highlight Powder, Corrector, Foundation, 
Highlight or Shadow Cream Refi lls.

35-WELL PALETTE
Conveniently store up to 35 of your favorite 
lipsticks and cream products in this sleek 
plastic palette. Great for organizing customized 
colors for easy access on set. 

4-WELL WHEEL
Contains four compartments for cream 
products and is perfect for custom blending 
and storing colors. The compact wheel is a 
convenient size with a screw top to secure 
product.

PROFESSIONAL 
PALETTE
Magnetically hinged empty 8-hole palette 
is uniquely designed to be stacked in order 
to maximize space. The cover is completely 
removable and transparent so artists can see 
colors easily.

4
Contains four compartments for cream 
products and is perfect for custom blending 
and storing colors. The compact wheel is a 
convenient size with a screw top to secure 
product.

PROFESSIONAL 
PALETTE
Magnetically hinged empty 8-hole palette 
is uniquely designed to be stacked in order 
to maximize space. The cover is completely 
removable and transparent so artists can see 
colors easily.



Accessories
TWEEZERS
These precision-crafted, stainless steel slant 
tweezers allow for a perfect grip for removing any 
unwanted hair.

EYELASH CURLER
Create perfectly curled lashes with MUD's 
professional stainless steel eyelash curler. The 
specially designed arch creates an even curl 
without creasing. One replacement silicone pad 
included.

TRIMMING SCISSORS
Trim facial hair, brows and false eyelashes with 
these professional stainless steel scissors.

HAIR SCISSORS
These professional quality stainless steel shears 
are perfect for trimming natural or synthetic hair 
for a variety of character looks.

DISPOSABLE 
MASCARA WANDS
Create fl awless lashes using MUD's individual 
disposable mascara wands. Universal to any 
lash type with a fl exible tip for easy application. 
25 pieces per package.

2 OZ. SPRAY BOTTLE
Keep liquids organized and separated with MUD's 
plastic 2oz. spray bottles. Conveniently sized for 
travel and fi ts perfectly into any professional kit or 
cosmetic bag.

DOUBLE POINT 
COTTON TIP 
APPLICATORS
Professional quality, double sided point tip 
applicators are a must have for any make-up 
application. The fi rm, pointed tips allow for 
precise application and blending, giving ultimate 
control. 200 swabs per canister.

POWDER PUFFS
Create a fl awless, matte fi nish using these soft 
velour puffs. Specifi cally designed to pick up and 
hold powder for an even application. Available in 
packs of 2 or 10.

STAINLESS STEEL 
PALETTE
Reusable, stainless steel work palette is a 
must-have for blending colors and other 
make-up products.

PALETTE KNIFE
Stainless steel palette knife is a must-have 
for removing cream make-up products from 
pots and palettes quickly and easily. Protects 
make-up from cross-contamination.

PROFESSIONAL 
MAKE-UP SPONGES
(12 PRE-CUT SPONGES)

Create a fl awless look effortlessly with these 
specially designed, disposable professional 
make-up sponges. Unique shape offers extra 
surfaces and density keeps cream products 
from absorbing into sponge. Use wet or dry for 
a smooth, even application. Made from natural 
and synthetic latex.

DISPOSABLE PAPER 
PALETTE
This wax coated disposable paper palette is 
ideal for easy clean up in between make-up 
applications. Use to mix cream products, 
foundations, lipsticks, lip glosses and glazes 
together to create quick custom colors. 30 
sheets per pad.

DOUBLE ENDED 
SPATULA
Stainless steel double ended spatula is ideal 
for blending edges in special make-up effects 
applications. May also be used to blend cream 
products.



COVER CLOTH
Protect your clients' clothing with this lightweight 
washable cover cloth. Size measures 57"L x 50"W 
for maximum coverage. 

CLEAR POUCH
This transparent, durable pouch stores a variety of make-up, 
tools, bottles and jars. Keeps supplies organized and fi ts into 
MUD's Pro Make-up Case or Set Bag.

APRON
Keep your outfi t pristine while working in this comfortable 
pocketed apron. Convenient back ties and adjustable neck 
length make it the perfect choice for professionals.

STATION MATS
Professional disposable station mats provide a clean surface 
for setting up supplies. Poly backing absorbs liquids to 
protect work stations. Each pack contains 50 mats measuring 
approximately 12”x16”.

GLASS JAR
Clean brushes with ease in this 2 oz glass jar. 
The wide opening accommodates larger brush 
sizes. Comes with a screw cap for convenient 
storage of brush cleaner.

MAKE-UP CASE SET
This durable, uniquely designed case is ideal for easy access 
to all your make-up related essentials. A must-have for every 
make-up artist, the sturdy set case is perfect for travel. Two clear 
pouches conveniently store a variety of make-up, tools, bottles 
and jars.

SET BAG
This durable, uniquely-designed Set Bag is perfect for organizing all of 
your make-up related essentials in one place for easy access. The large 
center compartment is surrounded by handy pockets for storing bottles 
and cans. A must-have for every make-up artist.

3-N-1 BRUSH HOLDER
This custom designed, 3-N-1 Brush Holder boasts three convenient 
functions, each ideal for keeping brushes organized and protected. Wear 
it as a waist belt for work on the go, use it as a stand-up holder for easy 
access to tools or simply roll it up and store your brushes safely. Durable 
black belt has a protective fl ap and several pouches to hold brushes and 
other essentials.

TRAVEL COSMETIC BAG
Keep personal make-up supplies organized with this sturdy 
Travel Cosmetic Bag. It’s perfectly sized to hold professional 
length make-up brushes and small enough to fi t into a purse, 
gym tote, or travel bag. Durable vinyl material is easy to clean, 
and ideal for everyday use.

CONTINUITY FACE 
CHARTS (50 SHEETS)

Note every detail while creating the ultimate make-up 
using MUD’s custom designed Continuity Face Charts. 
The porous paper allows for realistic blending when 
using make-up or colored pencils. Available in three 
sizes- small (eye only), medium (half face) and large 
(full face).

ORANGE STIPPLE SPONGE
MUD’s orange synthetic stipple sponge is best used for 
special make-up effects. Its coarse and porous texture 
allows for stippling adhesives, alcohol-based inks and 
rubber mask grease paint. The large pores are great for 
creating capillaries, pock marks, bruising, or layering base 
colors to create realistic skin tones on prosthetic appliances 
or tattoo cover-ups. This synthetic stipple sponge can 
also be used to press skin-like textures into oil-based clay 
prosthetic sculptures.

BLACK STIPPLE SPONGE
MUD’s black synthetic stipple sponge is best used for 
special make-up effects. Its porous texture allows for 
stippling adhesives, alcohol-based inks and rubber mask 
grease paint. This sponge can be used to create bruises, 
scrapes and scratches, beard stubble effects and refi ning 
prosthetic sculptures.

ORANGE STIPPLE SPONGE
MUD’s orange synthetic stipple sponge is best used for 
special make-up effects. Its coarse and porous texture 
allows for stippling adhesives, alcohol-based inks and 
rubber mask grease paint. The large pores are great for 
creating capillaries, pock marks, bruising, or layering base 
colors to create realistic skin tones on prosthetic appliances 
or tattoo cover-ups. This synthetic stipple sponge can 
also be used to press skin-like textures into oil-based clay 
prosthetic sculptures.

BLACK STIPPLE SPONGE
MUD’s black synthetic stipple sponge is best used for 
special make-up effects. Its porous texture allows for 
stippling adhesives, alcohol-based inks and rubber mask 
grease paint. This sponge can be used to create bruises, 
scrapes and scratches, beard stubble effects and refi ning 
prosthetic sculptures.

ORANGEWOOD STICKS
These fi nely grained wooden sticks are ideal for applying 
MUD’s false eyelashes. 3 sticks per pack.

ORANGEWOOD STICKS
These fi nely grained wooden sticks are ideal for applying 
MUD’s false eyelashes. 3 sticks per pack.

PENCIL SHARPENER
Creates the perfect point for lip and eye pencils. 
Metal blade works smoothly and easily with precision. 
Convenient cleaning stick helps to remove product from 
blade and inside sharpener.

NEW

NEW
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These lashes are slightly angled These lashes are slightly angled 
towards the outer corners for towards the outer corners for 
creating seductive eyes.creating seductive eyes.

Short fl are lashes are perfect for Short fl are lashes are perfect for 
a natural lift to the outer corners a natural lift to the outer corners 
of the eyes. Flares can also be of the eyes. Flares can also be 
added to sparse areas to create added to sparse areas to create 
fuller, thicker lashes.fuller, thicker lashes.

Individual lashes are designed Individual lashes are designed 
for fi lling in areas of the lash line for fi lling in areas of the lash line 
that are sparse or thin. The use that are sparse or thin. The use 
of single lashes allows you to of single lashes allows you to 
customize how full you want the customize how full you want the 
lashes to appear.lashes to appear.

Make your eyes stand out in the Make your eyes stand out in the 
crowd using these thick dramatic crowd using these thick dramatic 
strip lashes.strip lashes.

Medium fl are lashes are used to Medium fl are lashes are used to 
create fullness and length to the create fullness and length to the 
natural lash line. Adding fl ares natural lash line. Adding fl ares 
to the outer corners of the eyes to the outer corners of the eyes 
gives a "cat eye" effect and adds gives a "cat eye" effect and adds 
a touch of drama to the eyes.a touch of drama to the eyes.

Natural looking lash strips give Natural looking lash strips give 
the eyes subtle enhancement the eyes subtle enhancement 
for everyday use or any special for everyday use or any special 
occasions.occasions.

These long thick eyelashes are all These long thick eyelashes are all 
about drama. They are rich and about drama. They are rich and 
voluminous for those who really voluminous for those who really 
want to make a statement. want to make a statement. 

Perfect for adding drama to any Perfect for adding drama to any 
natural look, these lashes add natural look, these lashes add 
length and fullness and can be length and fullness and can be 
used to create bolder eyelashes. used to create bolder eyelashes. 
Combine with a thick layer of Combine with a thick layer of 
mascara to really stand out.mascara to really stand out.

Eyelashes
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CORPORATE OFFICES

25311 Ave. Stanford

Valencia, CA 91321
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129 S. San Fernando Blvd.

Burbank, CA 91502

818-729-9420
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New York, NY 10006

212-925-9250
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MUD SA SUPPORT OFFICE 
Phone: 081 500 3667 

Email: office@mudsa.co.za 

// MUD STUDIO CAPE TOWN
Shop 006, Cape Quarter Lifestyle Village
Phone: 060 895 4557

// MUD STUDIO SANDTON
Shop 27, The Wedge Centre
Phone: 066 394 3114

// MUD STUDIO, BROOKLYN  
Shop 215, Brooklyn Mall
Phone: 067 106 2029 

// MUD STUDIO GATEWAY
Shop F303, Gateway Theatre of Shopping
Phone: 031 566 1597

// MUD STUDIO BLOEMFONTEIN
Shop 14, Preller Square Shopping Centre
Phone: 051 436 0223 or 083 544 6025

// MUD STUDIO CRADLESTONE
Shop U07, Cradlestone Mall
Phone: 063 608 3785

// MUD STUDIO KYALAMI
Shop 73, Kyalami Corner Mall
Phone: 071 164 8832

// MUD STUDIO MBOMBELA
Shop UG41, Ilanga Mall
Phone: 060 868 3872




